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: INTRODUCI'ION

One of the important' facets of the 'structural changes in

VII.1.1

the agricultural economy is the growth in the number of agricultural
labour-ers. Agricultural labourers constitute

a

very important

I

component of the rural por,ulation in tocay• s 'ivest Bengal and so also
in the 6istrict of Jalpaiguri, acccunting for about one-third ancl
two~fifths of the rural workers respectively.

Our data from various

secondary sources would show that the cistrict of Jalpaiguri has
!

1.vitnessed a very high rate of growth in the number of agricultural
labourers corcpared _to the State of west Bengal as a whole between the
census periods 1951 to 1961, 1961 to 1971 and 1971 to 1981. It is
necessary to inquire in some detail the causes of this high' rate of
gr~vth

in their number.

It has

VII.l. 2

be~n

helc that in the recent past

11

most of the

lea(1ing economists have tried to penetrate the sn-oke:-screen of value
neutral econometric measurements of rates of growth of production
and productivity over time anc space. Attention is given much more
towaros understanding the changes in the modes of production.' The

'

go~rnmental

.

pol~cy

I

was tc change the mode mainly through ir:-proveme ni:!
.

in productive forces through the HYV p~ogramme in controlled,

!!
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irrigation areas and to allow the production relations to adjust
themselves to the induced changes

i?

prOductive forces. The inhibiting

and distorting effects of relations of prOduction

conducive to

unfettered reproduction were discernible to careful observers even
in the early period of upswing in the hinterland of the so-cal))ed
Green Revolution, i.e., PUnj a,b and Haryana. In other words, a large

are at no _state very much

body of economists in India

en~oured

by.

the so•called technological solution of the problem of stupendous

1
social transformation of Indian agriculture" • r:,ater on, it appeared

that the controversy "had bogged down in an exereise of putting
lebelS like

I

Cepitali,.Sm 1 1

I

Semt-feudaliSm 1 1

etc., on various categories•

2

I

COmmerCial CapitaliSm' 1

of mOdes of production. Thus it

appears that in the debate on the relative importance of the raising
of agricultural prOductivity through technological transformation
and attainment of greater economic and social justice and welfare,
the balance of opinion was strongly weighed in favour of the ch_anges

in the modes and scales of prOduction, modes of surplus realisation

and "much less on the social existence form of labour Power which
is the basic,· the decisive factor in the various modes of
.
3
tion• •

VII.1.3

produc~

In regard to the state of growth of· agricultural labourers

it becomes apparent from t(lble VII.l that there has been a fantastic
growth in the number of agricultural labourers in the western Duars
region of the district of Jalpaiguri as well as .in the whole district.
compared to the state of West Bengal as a whole. The percentage
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growth of agricultural labourers was +582.17% during 1951-61, +264.15%

during 1961-71 and +103.5% during 1971-81 in the whole district of
Jalpaiguri: while the percentage growth in the State, was +81.85% ,
+51.~/o

and +19.1~~ reapectively during the corresponding decades.

on an average, the annual addition to the agricultural labour

f~rce

in the district has been to the order of 5&/o in the decade 1951-61,

26% in the decade 1961-71 and 1~/o in the decade 1971-81. While

tD

the State this addition has been at the rate of 5%, 8% and about·
2"/o respectively in tlle decades under study. In the Western Duars,
the corresponding figures were about 108"/o, 19% and

go"

respectively.

It is, therefore, necessary to probe into the causes of this

phEmonenon and to determine as to how far it has been by real changes
in the mocles of production and to what extent due to the "social

existence forma obtaining in the district and region of our study.
TABLE VII. 1

- RATE OF GRCMTH OF AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS m THE
DISTRICT OF JALPAJ:lr't$I, IN '.rHE STATE OF WEST
BENGAL AND IN THE 1~STE.RN DUARS REGION DURING .

1951-61 TO 1971-914PERC.ENI~Gci,!.),

Dic'·,-ict
;.:;
_
1 /ct
...,) clt<=>/
l.·~-

I-:e~;.ri·:)n

Jalpaiguri

west Bengal
Western Duars

....

1951-61

1961-71

1971-81

+582.17
+ 51.08

+264.15

+103.50
19.10

+1077.87

+ 81.~5
+194.44

Source : Census of India, 1951, 1961, 1971 and 1981.

*

T 93.89
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: AGRICULTqRAL LABOURERS IN THE PRE-INDEPENDENCE
PERI CD

would not be out of place if we start with a brief

historical background of the origin of agricultural labourers in
the district and in the region of. our study under the' British rule. ·
It· would help us to understand as

to how the origin and growth. of

agricultural labourers corresponded with the land-tenure policy of

the colonial government and would also show as to how, by the 1930s,
the land-man ratio turned against the labourers which led to a

worsening of their conditions. we would then examine the development
during the .recent decades from 1951 to 1981 when the PX:O~o-ttion of
agricultural labourers among the cultivators in rural areas reached
new heights.

VII.2.2

Determination of the possible size·of the class of

agricultural labourers in the pre-British as well as in the first
half of the British rule in the Duars region and in the district of
Jalpaiguri is rather difficult, because apart from a few comnents
here and there, we seldan find data giving any. idea about the quantitative importance of this- class. It is difficult to say that .there ·
existed a olass of agricultural labourers during the Bgutta period.
Land-man ratio was extremely favourable as most of the lands were
filled with.Jungles and waiting to be brought under cultivation.
In the first half of the British rule the situation remained more
or less unaltered du. to the scarcity of cultivation. In

f~t,

to

attraot cultivators, lands were leased out to Jotedars at very
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favourable terms compared to their ·counterpart

in

the permanently

settled portion of the district a8 well as in the neighbouring
districts 4 • It may be reiterated here that the dominant form of
land management in the Western Duars was based on jotedari-adhiari
-adhiari

system, (or in another collll'lon local parlance Qiri

system), which left little scope for non-adhiari hired.labour
employment. Sharecropping in the district of Jalpaiguri differed
considerably in its form and extent from those which obtained in
..-.
other parte of Bengal. "In Central Bengal, share__..cropping, though
prevalent was more adjunct to the dominant form of ownership culti. 5
.vat.:f.on" • But in the Western Duars region and in the district of
.---....
Jalpaiguri share
.......__croppers were the mainstay in the continuation
and ex.pansion of cultivation. Jotedars and their sub-tenants used
to enploy adhiars to cultivate their landS in addition to their own
cultivation and sub-leasing to sub-tenants. The terms of adhiari
contracts were also much favourable to adhiars in the western Duars
part of the district of Jalpaiguri. Here, unlike the peor.anently
settled part of the district, as well as most other districts of
.

I

Bengal, lanct.owners provided. adhiars with all inputs and. inplements
of agricultuz-e and the adhiars only provided actual manual labour,
but, the aohiars • share was the same in both· cases 6 • Adhiars
comprised of people from tribal and. semi.,.tribal communities who came
.

7

.

to this area: to cultivate lands on favourable terms • These people
we.re lured by the chances of having some land of their own to undertalce a totally labour-intensive reclamation of 'the areas. After
reclamatiop, they were allowed to cultivate as adhiars without any

8

tenancy ri9ht$ •
I
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Thus, adhiari or sharecropping as the dominant form

o~

•

cultivation in the western Duars region and in the district Jalpai;

guri bact emerged his:torically as the result of a col\i)ination of
circumstances. Firstly, large areas of cultivable

unrecl~med

land

resulte<i in a favourable land-man ratio which enabled the extension
of cultivation through labour intensive methods. Complementary to
this was the available sizeable labour force from tribal and semitribal population, habituated to low subsistence levels and practising rain-fed mono-crop cultivation with negligible material inputs.
In the early part of the British rule, therefore, the main factor

behind the non-emergence ot

a district class .of landless agricul-

tural labourers was the system of cultivation by adhiars. 'l'he
adhiars, in fact, took the position of agricultural labourers though
there was an obvious difference between the two. our discussion on
adhiars in Chapter III shows that adhiars were treated as labourers
and

denied any rights on lanas cultivated by them and the

p~duce

share they obtained was regarded .as wages in kina paid to them. This
is also evident from the earliest account left by Mr. Hunter. He
wrote in 1S72 : "There is no tendency towards the growth of a dis.:.

tinCt- class of day-labourers .;Ln Jalpaiguri District, neither renting
land nor po-ssessing fields of their own. Almost every man in the

1

District till a little plot of ground for.himself. several of the
smaller husbandmen, however, in additiOn to cultivating their own
small patches, &lso t~lls the fields of-others~ -receiving in return
. .

. 9

for their labour a one-half share of the crop •••• "

Hunter further

noted, "There are very few regular day-labourers or agricultural
labourers in Jalpaiguri District, but men can be obtained when

'I
I
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required at from 3 to 4 annes

(~d

to 6d) a day. 'l'he small culti-

vators themselves, when not actualiy engaged on their own fields,
.
10
also hire themselves out as day-labourers" • It also occurs from
further evidence that even in the first decade of the twentieth
centucy, agr:Lcul tural labourers were extremely few in number. As
Gruning in his Gazetteer of the district of Jalpaiguri in .1911
pointed out ' •The landless agricultural labourer har<ily exists;
his place is taken to some extent by the adhiar, who cultivates
a piece of land and receives half the produce. Want of sufficient
agricultural labour has much retarded the extension of cultivation
in the Western Duars" 11 •

VII. 2. 4

Indeed, the demand for 1 abour particularly rose very high

in the first decade of this century due to the commercialisation of
agriculture. The cultivation of jute rose by 113% between 1901-02
and 1907-0B, while the cultivation of tobacco rose by about 6%

during this time 12 • It is a common fact that, the cultivation of
jute requires a comparatively larger n'l.liN:>er of labow:ers. So also
is the case, of tobacco cultivation. During this period, it is not
improbable that some part of the extension of commercial agriculture
took place in the lands cultivated by adhiars who were evicted in
the process from these lands thereby reducing some adhiars to the
position of landless labourers 13 • Thus, in the process of extension
of comme.rcial. cultivation, lands were made available by evicting
adhiars and at the same time some demand for addi tiona! labour was
met from this pool of adhiars turned into agricultural labourers.
However, the scale of eviction was in all probabilities very small,
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due to favourable land-man ratio and as .the pace of extemion of
commercial· cultivation did not last long.

VII.2.5

In the latter part of the 1920s and the earlier part of

the 1930s, the great event which caused the immiserisation of the
peasantry of the district was the Great Depression. Due to the
continuous falling of prices of agricultural goods most of the

Jotedars and chukanidars could not pay their land revenue dees,
and theit- lands were sold in auction by the government for the
realisation of revenue arrears. Though no precise figures are available, it appears that many of the landholders were dispossessed of
their lands in the process and the lands pdssed into the ·hands of the

rich merchants and traders 14 • It can be reasonably assumed that.
after the Depression was over, at least some of the dispossessed
peasants could not regain their earlier position and hence tumed
into agricultural labourers. The origin of the class of agricultural
labou~r

in the district can reasonably be traced to this period of

Great Depression of the 1930s.

In the late forties, another important event which touched
the peasantxy of. the district and that of the Western Duars was the
Tebhaga movement as noted earlier in

Chap~r

III.

we nave c:ome to

know that agricultural laboux:ers also participated in this move-

rrent, though it was

primari~y

a movement organised by the adhiars.

This Uprising of a large section of the peasantry has an izrportant.

bearing on the growth of agricultural labour class. Although the
· movement took the most violent form

in this

district during 1-946-47,
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the background· was actually prepared a few years ago. At the early
1940s the usual cordial relationship that was there between land-

-

owners (Qiris or 1otedars) and. share__9roppers (adhiars) started to
. deteriorate. bdhiars began to protest against the oppression of their
I

giris. Giris could smell the advent of such a movement. In consequence

some of the adhiars

were evicted from land and tumed into

1andless labourers. That some of the adhiars had been evicted is

borne out by the fact that, total land under ~ duriilg: 1931-35
settlement of the western Duars feii·by 21.6~~ compared to the 190616 settlement. Moreover, despite the fact that the number of adhiars

were not recorded in the

1931-35 settlement, it is still discernible

from the figures of area. operated by them that their number had
"
fallen oue
to evicti on15 • These. adhiars turned out from 1 and , had

no alternative but to become agricultural labourers.
§tC'l'ION, 3 s AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS IN THE POST-INDEPENDENCE
PERICD

After :J,~dependence arid partition of India in 1947, large
number of refugee .peasants, many belonging to the Scheduled Castes
from East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) imnigrated ·intm the comparatively
less densely populated Northe.rn districts of west Bengal16 • One of
the largest recipients of refugee population.was the district of
Jalpaiguri. The large influx of refugees from East Pakistan was

reflected in the significant growth of population in this district

.and in its Westem Du.ars .region in the decade 1951-61 conpared to
the later decades as is evident from table VII.2 below. Density of

TABLE VII.2 -RATE OF GROWTH OF TOI'AL POPULATION, RURAL POPUL.AX_!ON AND

DENS~X

OF POPULATICN IN THE

DISTRJ:CT OF JALPAIGORI, IN THE WESTERN DUARS REGION AND IN THE STATE CF WEST BENGAL

DURING .1951-1981 (P.E RCE H "T A~t.s ).

District/Region/
state

R.ate

of growth of population

1951-61

1961-71

1971-81

Rate of growth of nmlll
population
1951-61 1961-71 1971-81

Rate of growth of
density of· popul at.ion

1951-61 1961-71 1971-81 .

(2,

(3)

(4)

(5) '

(6)

(7}

(8)

(9}

(10)

Jalpaiguri

48.63

28.76

26.55

45.63

28.05

20.33

47.65

27.27

27.14

western Duars

41.56

27.49

29.80

42.79

25.15

22.21

41.89

26.19

31.3.·2

west Bengal

32.77

. 26.87

23.17

31.79

26.38

20.36

33.11

26.63

22.02

(1)

Source : Census of India, 1951, 1961, 1971 and 1981.

N

en
~
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population increased significan:tly as. is exhibited in this table.
The pace and pressure of population growth began to disturb the
low level equilibrium of the system prevailing in the district. It
is quite reasonable to believe tl;at a certain percentage of the
inmigrant refugee peasants undertook the job of agricultural labour
as a full time occupation, since not all of them came to India with

enough money and capital. The continuous immigration of refugees
resulted in a veey sharp rise in the number of agricultural labouxers
in the decade as is evident from table VIIelo In this decade, agricultw:al labourers increased by 1077.87% in the Western Duars regiori

and by 582.17% in the whole district of Jaipaiguri. It was a ver,y
high rate indeed, compared to the 51.08% rate of growth of agricultural
labourers in the state as a whole. Thus, the local, regional and
demographic factors once favourable to sharecropping as a form of
cultivation in the district now began to turn adverse. Proportion of
agricultural labourers to total rural population and to total rural
workers gradually rose as shown respectively in tables VII.3 and
VII.4.
TABLE VII,3 -

PERCENTAGE OF AGRICULTURAL LABOuRERS TO T<JrJlL
RURAL POPULATION IN THE DISTRICT OF JALPAIGffiri, IN THE
STATE OF WEST BENGAL MID IN THE WESTERN DUARS REGICN

FROM 195l TO 1981
District/State/ Region
(1)

Jalpaiguri
west Bengal
Western Duars

1951

fe961

1971

1981

(2)

(3)
1.20
6.72
1.42

(4)

(S)

3.41
9.51

5.77
9.41
5.31·

0.26

s. 77
0.17

3.35

sources: census of India, Jalpaiguri District Handbook,
1951, 1961, 1971 & 1981.

~'
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- PERCENTAGE OF.AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS TO.TOTAL RURAL
WORRERS IN THE DISTRICT OF JALPAIGURI, m THE STATE
OF WEST BENGAL AND IN THE WESTERN DUARS REGION FROM .
1951 TO 1981

District/
State/Region
(1)

1951

1961

1971

1981

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Jalpaiguri

1.29

3.05

10.83

17.78

West Bengal

18.97

20.24

35.00

32.95

1.63

3.68

10.45

16•12

Western ouars

Soui:ce a Census of India, 1951, 1961, 1971

we

&

1981.

have noW made an attempt to analyse the major Changes

that took place in the agrarian society of Western Duars together
with the district as a whole since the 50s of the present century.

we

have also tried to delineate the consequences of these changes

on the economy of the Western Duars as well as on the economy of
t.he districlt as a whole. First, there occurred an adverse change in
land-•an ratio due to the growth of population. No new job opportunities either in the agricultural or in other sectors were created.
This affected the relationship between the agricultural labourers

anc

their enployers. The usefulness of the "patron-client relationship" .
declined from the point of view of the employer with steady and
regular supply of labour. They were now less willing to carry the
burden of an attached hired labourers. permanently tied on him, whom
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he fed, provided shelter or looked after~ when he had the option of
hirin9 labour power as much or as little as he needed from the
market• 1 7. The growing. landlessness and joblessness, on the ot~er ·
hand, now meant that the ethnic composition of the agricultural
labourers changed, as a large nurrber of non-tribals

and

those from

not so low castes entered the rural job market. Secondly, lqndlessness
now turn to be a serious problem. "Hiring out labour was no longer
supplemented by cultivation on one's own account. It was a full time
occupation, as the labourer became free from any control over land,
his means of production"

18.

• Under the circumstances, it is quite obvious

that labour relations could not be the same any more. One major point
of departure from the earlier situation, as a consequence of the
development may be tnat among the hired labourers the proportion of
!

casual labourers which was very small until now, grew, while the
proportion of attached workers or farm servants permanently tied to
the employeT declined19 •
SECTION 4 : CAUSES AND

CCNSEQU~NCES

OF THE GROWTH OF

AIBRICULTURAL LABOURERS IN 'XHE POST-

INDEPENDENCE PERIOD
VII.4.1

Many other factors also contributed to the rapid growth in

the number of agricultural labourers in the district ·of ·Jalpaiguri.
Such factors may be enumerated as follows in order of their importance.
(.1' The .decline of the giri-adhiar! system of cultivation and the

growing immiserisation and landlessness, (ii) ~he enactment of the
WBLR Act of 1955, and

it~

implementation. (iii) The ravages of the

· floods of 1968-70 in Tista and its tributaries that turned large
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tracts of fertile cultivated areas into barren sandy areas. (iv) Spillove.J; of tea labour into agricultural jobs, mainly in the Western Duars
part of the district. (v) Growth of

co~aratively

more intensive

£arming methods. (vi) The adoption and execution of the programme
of OB and the consequent eviction of sharecroppers. (vii) Lack of
sufficient employment opportunities in non-agricultural sectors of
the eccnomy and (viii) the demographic factors.

VII.4.!

It may be recalled that in the British period, comparatively

better placed cultivators occupied land in large contiguous clusters
(called jotes) and brought them under cultivation with the help of
their poor neighbours and relations. These better placed cultivators
became giris (land owners and patrons) providing their poor relations
(adhiars and their clients) with minimum means of subsistence and
production, and developed the institution of giri-adhiari land
management. In the changed situation of increasing population pressure
_(after independence) which raised the nominal value of lands to
levels beyond their expectation, and the politico-legal attack on the
rationality of the system, 9i.ris acted as one of the chief instruments
20
cf dislodging adhiars from their traditional positions • Many of
the

giri~

were in possession of lands larger in size than the average

size of holdings possessed by jotedars in

ot~er

areas of West Bengal.

But they were less thrifty than their counterparts in other areas
in circumventing the legal provisions

~d

had lesser entrenchment in

the administrative machinery. Given these hurdles in operation, the
giri!

resorte~

to large-scale eviction of their adhiars ana indis-

criminate sale of their lands, leaving lesser scope for continuation
of the traditional adhiars in the new owners• farms 21 •
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·VII. 4.3

The bproletarisation processu was reinforced and gained

momentum after the enactment of WBLR ACt, 1955. A large scale
eviction of sharecroppers took place at the passing of this ACt and
· 1 emen t. a·t·~on 22 • As a result, th e ranks
at different stages o f i ts ~mp
of agricultural labourers were swelled

durin~.-

recorded a very high rate of growth of

264.1~~

the sixties and
in the district and

194.44% in the Western Duars region in the decade 1961-71, as shown
in table VII.l. The agricultural labourers in 1971 fo.t:tned as large as
11% of the total rural workers both in the district of Jalpaiguri
and in the western Duars region of the district which were only 3%
ana 4% respectively in 1961. As in other parts of West Bengal there

,..._,

was a shift

aN~ay

from share cropping, which was a dominant form of

----

land management, in .favour of agriculture based on hired labour.
In many cases this did not involve any change of personnel, the
sharecroppers were tumed into agricultural labourers and denied
his legal rights- but the relationship changed 23 •

VII.4.4

It is irrportant to note that though the organised movements

of the sharecroppers demanded for a reasonably higher share of the
produce, these movements did not
to develop

an

p~

adequate attention to the need

economically viable mode of prOduction for the-farms

of adhiars which are generally very small in size. Developing the
econorr.ic viability of the small farms of adhiars was more necessary
in the changed situation (after the decline of the giri-adhiarJ.

,.

system) in view of the fact that the adhiars were well assured of
getting at least the means and inputs of cultivation from their giris
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under the earlier qiri-adhiari system. Such lack of attention for

can

alternative mode largely nullified, within a comparatively short

period, almost all the bene£ 1 ts _of occupation and legal redistrii

bution of surplus lands among the ·landless and semi-landless agricultural labourers and poor peasants. An investigation on the agricultural labourers in this district revealed that in 1976 in more
than 60% cases the· recipients of vested
.
24
lands had already lost effective possession to others •

The incidence of damage due to floods in 1968-70 was more
25
heavy in the sadar sub-division of the district of Jalpaiguri •

VII.4.S

Cuitivated land in this area got thick layer of sand deposits
converting one of the most fertile areas of the district into sandy
barren lands for quite sometime. Reclamation attempts were made with

the help of CARE aid. But it could be found by the investigation
mentioned above that holdings of poorer owners of that area were
passing away out of their hands at throw away prices 26 • The floods
not only affected the rural poor of the area but also a large number
of middle and rich peasants who were turned into near desti tutes.
It may be reasonably believed that the Census of 1971 included some
of these affected persons as landless agricultural labourers.

VII.4.6

In the district of Jalpaiguri, there is a large overlap

between non-permanent plantation labour (locally called bigha
labour) and casual agricultural labour. The total labour force
'

employed in the tea plantations of Jalpaiguri being very large (1. 71
lakh in 1961), any shift in its size can not but affect the pool of
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agricultural labour. Since 1965, .:tndian tea, especially Jalpaiguri
tea started facing adverse conditions in the international market.
This unfavourable market situation .continued through the quinquenium,
1965-70. It had its after effect in.the form of lower production·
targets and consequent shrinkage in the employment of seasonal
labour which constituted· about 40% to 50'/o of the total labour
force 27 in the plucking season. There occurred a large scale transfers
of ownership of tea gardens (particularly the foreign ones) and

t

speculative and trade interests intruded on a large scale. Considerable erosion of capital resources occurred due to inefficiency
.

in the management of the gardens

28

• In total, there was perceptible

slump in the tea industry during the decade 1961-71. Moreover, in
this period, the State Government had to impose an area-wise ceiling
on employment of permanent labour in tea gardens. In consequence,
tea plantations not only lost their pull on the growing surplus
labour force in the district, they even_started pushing out a growing
nu.niber of unemployed merribers of tea garden labour families. There was
a considerable spill over from the plantation into agricultural
occupations during the second part of the decade 1961-71. It may be
. recapitulated here that from a considerable earlier period, there
was tendency amongst the plantation workers to purChase cultivable
land in the .fringe of tea gardens and settle down as cultivators
or agricultural lab curers after their retirement or retrenchment
from the gardens

29

• The above factors acted conjointly to help the

swelling in the number of agricultural labourers in the district.
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It is often held that "the process ot relative \m~overishment of small peasants

and

the swelling rank of agricultural labour

are complementary to the process. of capitalist and large-scale
pr0duction• 30 • It needs to be examined in the present context of
our analysis as to how the capitalist production in agriculture and
the growing force of agricultural labour has been complementary to
each other in the district and region of our study. The period of
our analysis ~ould approximately be between mid-sixties (when the
"New strategy" in agriculture was launched) to mid-eighties of the
present centur.y.

VII.4.e

In the past, the rr:ajor interest of intrepreneurial activity

of the Jalpaiguri gentry was centered around tea. Like in any other
small tcwn gentry, the babus of Jalpaiguri also possessed some
landed prope.rrty which were usually cultivated by adhiars. Cultivation
used to be undertaken for the fulfilmentlof domestic consumption
needs rather than as an economic venture and having little market
orientation. The creation of new potentials in agriculture at the
discovery of High Yielding Varieties (HYV) of seeds and due to slump
in tea business, the attention of the town gentrJ turned towards

high yielding food crops cultivation. Moreover, with the steady
rising prices of food crops, the landed gentry began to undertake

agriculture more as a business proposition rather than an element
of a semi-feudal life-style. The introduction of cultivation of HYV·
food crops gradually spvead in other blocks of the district and began
to be practised mainly by well-to-do farmers and efficient and hard
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working small farmers in the seventies and the eighties. This would be
evident from the figures of various tables presented below to highlight
the different aspects of the progress of modern cultivation in the
district. From these tables, the increase in the use of various
inputs which are concommitant f8atures of the HYV programme will
also be clear. New entrepreneurs, who adopted the HYV programme of
crop raising, evicted the traditional sharecroppers either through
mutual agreement or under duress. The above mentioned investigation
-~

revealed that a part of this dispossessed labour force was engaged
as agricultural labourers in the modernised fllrms of the new entrepreneurs31.

VII.4.9

In

this di::;trict a fast increase in the number of agri-

cultural labourers has also been associated with more intensive land
use ana comparatively more capital-intensive forms of cultivation.
A marked rise in wheat production and considerable diversification
of crops can also be noticed during the period as is evident from
table VII.5 and VII.6 above. There has been· a steady increase in the
consumption of fertilisers (table VII.7). Area under irrigation
appears to be not so high (table VII.8) but the nuniber of irrigation ·
installations has risen considerably. Productivity of crops bas also
increased steadily as shown below in tables VII. 9 and VII.lO.

_,-,..

.'Ill!:'

.·,~
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TABLE VII. 5 - DI~3TRIBu""TION OF AREA (IN HECTARES) UNDER HYV OF MAJOR CROPS m THE DISTRICT OF JALPAIGUIU

m

AND
Crop/Year

THE WESTERN DUARS REGION DURJNG 1972-73 TO 1986-87
1972-73

JIJ....

w.o:.

1992~83

w:·n.

JAL.

__
~~--,~

.___·----------~-~-

........

1986-87

JPL

w.D.

Percentage
increase between
1972-73 &1986..;.a7
JM..A

w.n.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5}

(6)

(7)

(S)

(9}·

Aus paddy

4,798

4,106

14,315

11,245

23,633

18,658

392.56

354.41

.Arnan paddy

7,611

7,039

30,892

24,260

54,189

40,617

611.98

477.03

~31

686

31,453

22,473

25,335

21,.020,

2621.26

2964.14

(10

./hC2t

Note: HYV - High Yielding Variety: JJ!J.... - Jalpaiguri:

~'l.D.

-

Western Duars.

Sources: (1) A Note on Agricultural Activities of Jalpaiguri District, District Agriculture Office,
Jalpaiguri, 1979.
(ii) Annual Plan on Agriculture, 1983-84 and 1987-88, Jalpaiguri, Principal Agricultural
Office, Jalpaiguri, 1985 and 1989.
'

\

.~
~.

'-l

TABLE VIJ:, 6 - DISTRIBUTICN OF AREA (IN HECTARES) tJNDER LOCAL VARIE:TY OF MAJOR CROl?S D1 THE DISTRICT Ol

JALPAIGURI AND IN THE WESTERN DUARS REGIW DuRlNG 1972-73 TO 1986-87

Crop/Year·

(1)

Aus paddy
Arnan paddy
Oil seed
Pulses
Jute
Tobacco

-

1972-73

1982-83
W.D.

1986-87

Percentage
Increase/DeerE
between 1972-~
1986-87
JPL
w.n.
(8)
(9}

JAL

w.n.

(5)

(6)

·(7}

63,268

50,988

23,633

18,658

-26.98

-23,5

1,20,449

1,29,147

95;281

1,26,163

90,673

-18.64

-24.'j

3,104

2,791

13,861

9,302

14,035

9,273

+352.16

1,606

1,372

6,458

5,108

14,688

12,239

+814.57

19,953

13,235

26,568

16,518

31,626

~1,411

1,601

1, 536

2,914

2,782

3,131

3,064

JAL,

w.n.

J]J.L

(2)

(3)

(4)

32,363

24,522

1, 55,072

--

+232. 2!

+792. 0!
+58.50
+6l.'j

+95,57

+99.~

Notes: (i) It is repo~d that no area was put under local wheat since 1975-76. A Note on Agricu~tU£~
Activities of _J_cUpaiguriDist.rict, District Agriculture Office,· Jalpaiguri, 1979, p. 43.

(ii) JAL. - Jalpaiguri, w.D. - western Duars.
sources : As mentioned in table VII. 5 above,

r
TABLE VII. 7 - CONSUMPTION OF FERTILISER* (IN M.T.)

m

269

THE DISTRICT

OF JALPAIGURI AND IN THE ·aSTERN DUARS REGlCN IN

1972-73 AND 1986-67 .
District/State

Consumptio~

1972-73
(1)
Jalpaiguri
west Bengal

Percentage inqreas

o1. fertiliser
1986-87

(2)

(3)

(4)

1,414
1,018

10,606
7,4.-24

650.07
629.27

Note : M. T. - Metric Ton
* Nitrogen, Potassium and calcium taken together
sources: As mentioned in table VII.S
TABLE VII.8 ... EXTENT OF IRRIGATION FACILri'IES CREATED IN THE DISTRICT

OF JALPAI<:;URI AND rn:·.:rHE WESTERN DUARS REGICN DURING

.; :.1.:;. 98;;.;1~-...;;.8;;,;;2;....;.;AND;.;.;;;..-=~ 9~.6;-§.Z
1981-82

Items/year .

JAL.

W.D.

JAL.

1986-87
W.D.

Percentage
increase
J/>L.

(1,

(2)

(3)

----------..-~-------......._..__..,

Net irrigation potential
created(hec.) 43,401.00

..-.--

(4)

(6)

ti.D.
(7}

31,377.00 58,294.35 44,303.71 34.32

41.20

15,981.00 31,987.00 23,670.38 40.74

48.12

Gross irrigated area

22,727.20

(hec.)

Percentage
of cropped

area
7.61

irrigated
Total nUJT'Per
of irrigation
installations

1,905

----------·

.

8.37
1,448

·~-----~- --~------~·. ·-~--·

8.70
3,658

10.33 35.74
2,780

36.44·

92.02 91.99

. ............. -.-·-------------!

Note: J.Mw. - Jalpaiguri; W.D. - Westexn Duars
Source : As in table VII. 5 above ..

-.,_

TABLE VII£2. -

INDEX NUMBER OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL AND 1N THE
DISTRICT OF JALPAIGURI !BASE : TRIENNIUM ENDING CROP YEAR 1971-72

)

~-~

1981-82
Cereals

All
1982-83
combined Cereals

1983-81
All
combined Cereals

1985-86
1984-85 All
All
combined Cereals combined Cereals

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

10)

(11)

Jalpaiguri

78.03

102.02

62.87

101.68

86.99

111.25

85.67

111.82

86.88

113.71

West Bengal

89.14

101.22

82.89

99.78

118.57

130.59

123.99

135.14

125.37

138.12

District/
State
(l)

All
combined

Source: Economic Review, 1987-68, statistical Appendix, Government of West Bengal.

N

~

0

........

TABLE VII!l.Q -

YIELD OF SELECTED CROPS

m THE DISTRICT OF JALPAIGURI .AND THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL

'YIELD IN KGs PER EECT ARE)

Statelt>istrict

Rice

Wheat

Other
Cereals

Total
Cereals

Pulses

(2)

(3'

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

1960-61

1014

622

1:035

282

1606

1970-71

1126

600
889

775

1119

410

1109

1980-81

1113

1866

774

1131

570

i1115

1984-85

1009

1731

1224

1041

473

1028

1985-86

1028

1703

1377

1086

542

1054

1960-61

1184

743

556

1166

505

1073

1970-71

2410

781

1305

564

1224

1980-81

1239
1442

902

1443

455

1358

1984-85

1557

1672
2418

1243

1602

586

1538

1985-86

1573

2421

1617

628

1546

(1)

Total food
grains

Jalpaiguri

West Bengal

source : Govt. of west Bengal,

Econo~ic

1373

Review

-

1987~88,

Statistical Appendix, pp. 66-67 & pp. 68-69.

...."'
~
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VII.4.10

It has been found that mainly two sets of entrepreneurs

brought about these charges -

11

the very hard working and efficient

refugee cultivators (mainly belonging to Namasudra community of
West

~engal)

cultivating·on a small but intensive scale. and (b) the

gentlen~n

farmers using their better command over private and public
resources" 32 • It is to be noted that in the main, the agencies
responsible for these latest changes in the agriculture of the dis- ·
trict, were not, however, the communities which had been traditionally
entrenched in this particular sphere of production 33 (viz., the
Raj'bansis, either

j

otedars or adhi ars). Since· these changes were

brought about by replacing, rather than by transforming the earlier
traditional rnode, and people practising that mode, a large number of
Rajbansis, have been reduced to the position of a

su~lu~

agricul-

tural labour force. Thus, it can be found that the development of
capitalist rnode of prOduction in agriculture is associated with a
high rate of growth in the number of agricultural labourers. The
adeii tional employment demand created by the new entrepJ:enuers is
failing to absorb the growing bulk of displaced adhiars and small
farmers and hence sWelled the number of agricultural labourers.
VII.4.ll

There can be no denying the fact that the growth of

employment in non-agricultural sector has. not been corrmensurate
with the grCMth of agricultural labourers, where the latter can
find enployment for a reasonable time. The result was that in the
occupational distribution of rural workers in the district of Jalpaiguri and that in the Western Duars re_gion, the percentage of ·
agricultural labourers increased rapidly while the percentage of

cultivators steadily decreased -and that of non-agriculturists slCMly
decreased •. These changes would be evident from Table VII.l1 belc:M.

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF

TABLE_.....,...;;.;.._
VII.ll

Occupation/
year
~·-

•
--..

RUru~L

WORKERS

(PERCENTAGES} INTHE LISTRICT OF-JADPAIGURI AND
rn 'l'HE ~'lEsTzru'! nu~ RETa:!_oN DuiUN'o 1951-1981

-JAL.

(1)

Cultivators
Agricultural
labourers
Nonagriculturists

------·---------1961
1971

1951

.....;.....;...;....

-I

','/ • D.

JAL.

'll.D.

JAL.

- JAL. 1981W.D.
--------....-..-..-.(8)
('Z)
(9)
1'1. D.

'

.-c-

----

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

so. 68

86.31

46.34

55.77

42.77 39.86

36.94 34.·94

1.29

1. 63

3.05

3.58

10.83 10.46

17.78 16.12

48.03

12.06

50.61

40.55

46.40 49. 68'

45. 28. 48.94

(2)

Source : Census of India, Jalpaiguri District Hand Book,
1951; 19.61, 1971 ·and 1981.

' - i·

'

It can be found from this table that th_e proportion of non-agricqltural
I:

workers in total rural vrork force has recorded a continuous decli.~e
from 1961 to 1971. The fall in this proportion has been higher·in,this
I

decade than the latter decac,e of 1971-81. These changes over decades
'

indicate that in the last· decade more job opportunities have

bep

created
1

rural areas of Jalpaiguri in non-farm sectors. But, the fact which should

'

<.I
I'
i
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II

be

t~n

into consideration is that' in the same decaPe the

nw#~r

of

agr,tcultural labourers has recorded a growth of about 104%. '.rhat., the
I

O.em<Uid for labour ·from non-agricultural sectOJ:; is not adeqUate is
evidenoea from a finding iii 1976 that athe leVel of. wage rate' in
I
·the agricultural sector was not allowed· to rise any where near !the
. st,ipulated legal rate of Rs. 7. 50 per day even in busier searon~
34
.
of the Q9ricultural yearA • Table VII.12 below· shows that though
com];)ared to 1976-77 an increase of 33.6% in the average daily wage
rates was recorded in 1979-80, still it did not reach the stipulated
minimum. '.rhis low rate of wages indicates that the rural employment
I

'l'ABLS VII.12 - MINiMUM WAGES FJXED AND ACrUA:L AJERAGE DAILY WAGJFS
OF AGRICOL'l'UML LABOURERS IN 'l'HE Dl~ICT Qf
,
I

JALPAJ:GURI' AND IN THE STATE OF )!ES'.r BENGAL DURING
·i

1969-70 '.rO 1979-80

1969.;.70

District/
state

Minim\llii . Actual
wage

wage

1976-77
Minimum .Actual
wage
wage

·Minimum
wage

. 1979-80
Actual

w;:a9e
!
I.

(1).

(2)

13)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Jalpaiguri

5.60

3.50

G.lO

5 .. 18

e.1o

G.95

west Bengal

S.60

3 .. 29

8.10

5.63

8.10

~6.75

sources

1

(1) Economic Review, 1982-83, Statistical Appendix,
Govt. of West Bengal.

Cfi)

Land Utilisation and Other Statistics, Department of
Agricultu:ce, Govt. of West Bengal, 1981•

J,

'!

l

·. I

2?5
creation programmes of the State Government such as NREP, RLEGP, IRDP ,
etc. could not create sufficient demand-pull for employment of
agricultural 1 abourers and hence failed to make any perceptible
dent on rural poverty. As was noted earlier even in agriculture ;thE!
intensive cultivation by new entrepreneurs could not absorb sufficient number of growing agricultural labour force. As for tea industry,
which has been the biggest employer of labourers in the district, it
can be found that labour errployrnent is actually falling since 195235 • ·

In the abo.ve delineation effects of demographic changes
on the growth of agricultural labour and rural poverty have already
been taken into consideration. some further points may be added here
on this issue. Demographic: factors induce changes in the distribution of land, and also bring about a change in the ratio of agri-·
cultural labourers to cultivators. The growth of population often
forces a peasant family with land to undertake agricultural labour
I

as a secondary. occupation, which after a certain period of time
leads some members of a family to perform agricultural labour as the
main occupation. Demographic pressure, therefore, generates and
therefore acee'ntuates the· pauperisation process. Table VII.13 sh9Ws
the growth of population and that of net cultivable area in the

district of Jalpaiguri and in the Western Duats region. from 1951
to 1981. From the tabie it becomes obvious that the land-man ratio
has definitely deteriorated over the period due to the fact that the
rate of growth of net cultivable area is very small while the rate
of growth of population is very high.

2'76
TbBLE XII. 13 - GROWl'H OF POPYLATIW AND GROt4TH OF NET CULTIVABLE

AREA IN THE DISTRICT OF JALPAIGURI AND IN THE
wESTERN. ·nuARS REGION DURING 1971-81

I tem./Di strict/

.

Jalpaiguri

Region

Growth· of net
cultivable ·area
Growth of population

"

we stern Duars

+1. 95%

+15. 30% .

+26~ 55 %

+29.80 %

r
sources: (i) Census of India, Jalpaiguri District Hand Book,.

1951, 1961, 1971 and 1981.

VII. 4.13

The decline in 1 and...man ratio contribute directly to

predictable changes in the distribution of land. It may be safely
inferred that it is the decline of this ratio in the district of

Jalpaiguri and in the western Duars region that

ha~.led

1

to proli-

.

feration of marginal and small holdings and a steady fall in the
average size of holdings. The question of size of holdings is of
obvious relevance to the determination of households which have to
seek wage work within agriculture outside their own farms or

!ill

non-agricultural activities 36 • The more important point that ·:is ito
be taken into conSideration is certainly nc;>t

the

size of holding but :

whether it can generate subsistence for the peasant. The issue of
increases in agricultural productivity, that could compensate for a
declining average size of holdings is,

t~erefore,

crucial to the

pauperisation process. It may be maintained that the ability of the
small and marginal farmers to survive is, no doubt, derived in part

27.7.
from the support the agricultural·· s~ctor receives through various
· measu.res, including those specifically meant to bendfit the small
farmer, but it is also derived from their participation in markets
as sellers of produce. The earlier debates on the relatively higher
productivity of land in the small farm sector have clearly shown
I

both

hig~r

labour intensities and higher valued crop-combinations

as two o£ the most important features of small farm agriculture •.
I

However, whether it is the

~xtent

of family labour use or the crop-

combination, the choices at the household level are dictated by a
largely unchanging resouree base and constraints upon its use. But,
as KriShnaji points out, "when families grow in size, as 'they: surely
;

do, and the resource bases do not expand, wage work is the only
option left" 37 • It follows, therefoxe, that demographic pressuxe
I

.

has also contributed sUbstantially to the growth of agricultural
1 abour foz:ee in our region of study.

VII.4.14

Thus, in the Western Duars region and in the district of

Jalpaiguri as a whole, there are_ two facets of agriculture tOday;
on the

on~

hand, a slow but steady diversification on modern lines,
Q.

and on the other, greater landlessness and iimliserisation of"large
section of the peasantry. The situation could have been viable if
there had been other avenues in the ecbnomy which could fully ,abso.r:b
the growing agricultural labour force into some" other productive
.

I.

enterprises, either within or outside the agricultural sector. In

278
the absence of any modern institutional arrangement based on cooperative endeavour of the poorer peasantry in order to build.
labonr~intensive

~
I

production units in agriculture, this accentuation

of the problem .of rural poverty has become a major issue in the
entire course of agricultural development in the region of our
study.
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